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INTRODUCTION & AGENDA

• The story so far – Work of the group to date

• Overviews on progress to date – Sub groups one and two

• Prospectus mapping – Alex Blower

• Using the NERUPI Framework to map activity to support BTEC students 

across the ‘Student Lifecycle’ 

• Group discussions & Feedback

• Next steps for the group & AOB



THE STORY SO FAR



TIMELINE OF GROUP ACTIVITY TO DATE 

September 2018 – Initial meeting in London 
– Input from around 30 HEIs

January 2019 – Second meeting at 
University of Suffolk – ToR established and 
decision made for Group to focus on two 

specific work streams 

March 2019 – Sub groups established – Sub 
group one (IntoUniversity & University of 

Leeds) – Development of IAG resources to 
support learners and young people

Sub group two (Lancaster University & 
NERUPI) – Mapping of activity to support 
BTEC students across Student Lifecycle 



JULY MEETING



SUB GROUP ONE OVERVIEW

Rebecca Sykes – University of Leeds



AIMS OF THIS GROUP

Overarching aim:  To work in partnership with IntoUniversity & University of Leeds to develop a set of shared resources 

which can be used on a national basis to support the progression of BTEC learners into HE

• Identify the fundamental challenges these resources will support with

• Bring together a body of institutions that share provision ideas and agree on a set of best practices for 

supporting BTEC learners (years 11- 13 and beyond) and university educators (staff/academics) transitioning to 

HE

• To map out, plan and create of a free and accessible resource pack (or bank of resources) to support and 

prepare BTEC learners across their journey from FE to HE.  This could be two resource packs - one for 

educators and one for students

• To ensure these resources can be delivered in a workshop or 1:1 format and piloted to BTEC learners through 

IntoUniversity centres



PROGRESS OF GROUP TO DATE

Developed a session plan and workshop based around ‘Transitioning into HE’ for BTEC students 

Workshop includes a carousel of activities designed to support students:

• ‘Getting University Ready’ – A skills audit which BTEC students can complete encouraging students to recognise 

their skills and identify how they can use these at university

• A section on ‘Supporting academic writing styles’

• A section on ‘My first week/term’ exploring common themes which students will encounter during their first 

week and term



SUB GROUP TWO OVERVIEW

Chris Bayes – Lancaster University



AIMS OF THIS GROUP

Overarching aim:   To work in partnership with NERUPI to develop a set of ‘guiding principles’ which can be used on a 

national basis to support BTEC learners access HE, succeed when on course and progress beyond their time at university

• Identify and agree on the fundamental challenges facing BTEC learners at each stage of the ‘Student Lifecycle’

• Bring together a body of institutions to share provision ideas and agree on a set of ‘guiding principles’ for 

supporting BTEC learners during years 11- 13 and to work with university educators (staff/academics) who 

support BTEC learners transition into HE 

• To work with Sub-Group One to support the delivery of the set of resources developed and piloted by Into 

University 

• To work with Sub-Group One to produce an agreed set of criteria which can be used to evaluate the success 

of these resources



PROGRESS OF GROUP TO DATE

• Two calls for details of provision supporting BTEC learners across the lifecycle – To date, we have had a limited 

number of responses. 

• Have begun to map details of these interventions onto the NERUPI Framework – Started by using Level 4 

‘Transition’

• Developed a set of sub headings for ‘guiding principles’ as follows:

• Championing fair admissions practices for BTEC students

• Conducting meaningful outreach activity with BTEC students in schools and colleges

• Supporting the transition and student success of BTEC students at university

• Understanding the needs of BTEC students through engagement with research



BTEC STUDENT ADMISSIONS 

Alex Blower, University of Wolverhampton



BTEC snobbery?



The context



The contextInstitutional approaches to BTEC

Prospectus scoping exercise with 30 higher tariff institutions (Russell Group +6 more) 
covering the following areas:

Which qualification types are uniformly featured on course pages?

Are BTEC entry requirements featured on course pages?

Is a clear approach to admissions relating to BTEC qualifications described?

If I were studying a BTEC Extended Diploma would I be able to understand 
my eligibility to apply based on the information given in the prospectus?



The findings
University of Birmingham 

University of Bristol 

University of Cambridge 

Cardiff University 

Durham University 

University of Edinburgh 

University of Exeter 

University of Glasgow 

Imperial College London 

Kings College London  

University of Leeds 

University of Liverpool 

London School of Economics and Political Science 

University of Manchester 

Newcastle University 

University of Nottingham 

University of Oxford 

Queen Mary, University of London 

Queen’s University Belfast 

University of Sheffield 

University of Southampton 

University College London 

University of Warwick 

University of York 

University of Leicester 

Loughborough University 

Lancaster University 

University of St Andrews 

Royal Holloway, University of London 

Aston University 

 

• Of the 30 prospectuses reviewed, 13 detailed a clear approach to 

admissions relating to BTEC applicants.

• Of the 30 prospectuses reviewed, 10 had BTEC qualifications uniformly 
featured on each of their course pages

• Of the 30 prospectuses reviewed, 10 held information regarding BTEC 
entry requirements which would be specific enough for students to 
understand their eligibility given the information available. 

• Of the 24 RG prospectuses reviewed, 8 detailed a clear approach to 

admissions relating to BTEC applicants.

• Of the 24 RG prospectuses reviewed, 6 had BTEC qualifications uniformly 
featured on each of their course pages

• Of the 24 RG prospectuses reviewed, 8 held information regarding BTEC 
entry requirements which would be specific enough for students to 
understand their eligibility given the information available. 



By way of comparison….

IB Entry Requirements 
were uniformly featured 

in 26 of the 30 
prospectuses



Examples of good practice

Manchester Birmingham Liverpool



Considerations

Why do higher tariff institutions take such an inconsistent approach to the 
inclusion of BTEC entry requirements?

How far are BTEC students likely to go to find out information that is not 
transparent and easily locatable?

Which questions should this group be asking, and to who, in order to 
instigate a more transparent approach to university admission processes for 
BTEC students?

Change is coming in vocational education (T-Levels). How do we ensure  that 
similar mistakes aren’t made? 



USING THE NERUPI FRAMEWORK 
TO MAP ACTIVITY 

Chris Bayes – Lancaster University



USING THE FRAMEWORK

Following two ‘calls to action’, we have received a limited number of responses regarding how institutions support BTEC 

students

Majority of activity which we have received detail on takes place across the ‘transition’ and ‘student success’ phases of the

lifecycle

Have begun to map this activity using ‘Level Four’ – Transition phase of the Framework using information from the 

following institutions:

• Exeter University

• Lancaster University

• Edge Hill University

• Swansea University

• University of East Anglia



USING THE FRAMEWORK

Ideally, would want to get to a point where we have mapped evidence of activity to support BTEC students at each point of 

the student lifecycle across Levels Three to Six on the NERUPI Framework

Outreach Transition
Student 
Success



SUGGESTED APPROACH TO NEXT STEPS 

• Allocate responsibility for mapping for specific level to sub-group members – Drawn 

across NEON & NERUPI memberships

• Have mapping of Level Four & Level Five complete for NEON Access Academy event 

in November & HELOA Conference in January

• Complete mapping across Levels Three to Six for session at next summer’s NEON 

Symposium



BREAK INTO SUB GROUPS



FEEDBACK FROM SUB GROUPS



NEXT STEPS & AOB



FORTHCOMING EVENTS

NEON – Access Academy Training – 6th November, Manchester

https://www.educationopportunities.co.uk/events/engaging-btec-students-to-

succeed-in-higher-education/

HELOA – Session on BTEC learners as part of National Conference – 15th-17th

January, Stratford Upon Avon

https://www.educationopportunities.co.uk/events/engaging-btec-students-to-succeed-in-higher-education/

